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Engaging with the pros and cons of my proposal to end that practice may 

reveal some hard truths about our nation’s highest Court. 

Part one outlines the details of my proposal and argues it could be 

implemented fairly easily by Congress (without the need for a constitutional 

amendment). Part two details how the plan improves both the Court and 

the nomination process. Part three addresses the major objections to the 

proposal. 

1. The Proposal

The United States Constitution does not specify the number of Justices 

who must sit on the United States Supreme Court. The first Court had six 

Justices. The number then fluctuated between six and ten until Congress 

passed a law in 1869 fixing the number at nine--which has been the case 

ever since.12 The first part of my proposal is that the Congress pass a 

statute or amend an existing one to require that eight Justices (or any even 

number) sit on the Court at any one time. 

Second, there must be a requirement that the Court always be 

composed of an even number of Republicans and Democrats. One way to 

effectuate this quota would be for the entire Congress to pass a statute to 

that effect. Currently the Federal Election Commission (the “FEC”), a so-

called independent agency, is required by law to have exactly three 

Republicans and three Democrats.13 Many think this Commission has been 

a failure because it often fails to act.14 But there is a major difference 

between the Commission and the Supreme Court. When the 

Commissioners are deadlocked along partisan lines, no action may be 

taken on the issue. When an evenly divided Supreme Court is tied four to 

four, by contrast, the lower court decision resolves the controversy.15 The 

importance of the FEC for our purposes is that it shows Congress knows 

how to require an ideologically balanced federal instrumentality and 

maintain that balance over a long period of time (forty years). 

12 http://www.history.com/news/history-lists/7-things-you-might-not-know-about-the-u-s-supreme-court 
13 http://www.fec.gov/about.shtml 
14 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/craig-holman/roiled-in-partisan-deadlo_b_7334888.html 
15 The only exception may be cases within the Court’s original jurisdiction although the Court has held that its 
original jurisdiction is not exclusive. Rhode Island v. Massachusetts, 37 U.S. (12 Pet.) 657 (1838). 
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Even if Congress enacted such a bi-partisan requirement for the 

Supreme Court, the President could nominate whomever he wanted 

pursuant to his constitutional prerogatives.16 Pursuant to its own 

prerogatives,17 however, the Senate could refuse to confirm a nominee who 

would disrupt the balance on the Court. 

Another potentially easier method of insuring an equal number of 

Republicans and Democrats on the Court would be for the Senate to pass 

an internal rule to that effect. Such a rule would not be binding on future 

Senates but that is true for all Senate rules such as the cloture/filibuster 

procedure that, although likely coming to an end now, has been effective 

and in place in one form or another since the middle of the nineteenth 

century.18 

Whether the change is effectuated through statute or rule, there should 

be a provision that any person who changed political party affiliation within 

the preceding five years has to be approved by a two-thirds vote of the 

Senate. This requirement would make it much harder for possible 

nominees to game the system. In addition, in order to not unduly punish 

people without a political party affiliation, there should be a rule that a 

nominee unwilling to identify her affiliation can be confirmed with a 

supermajority vote of two-thirds of the Senate. That person, for balance 

purposes, would be considered to be of the same party affiliation as the 

nominating President. 

The final detail of the proposal would require a majority vote of the 

nominee’s political party representatives on the Senate Judiciary 

Committee before any final Senate vote could take place. This procedural 

hurdle would make it much more difficult for the President to stack the 

Court with members of the opposite political party as a formal matter but 

whose politics are much more aligned with the President’s own party.19 

The political incentives for the Senate’s majority party to confirm a 

Supreme Court nominee of the opposing party are exactly the same as the 

incentives that have supported the filibuster for all this time-the majority 

                                                           
16 U.S. Const. Article II. 
17 U.S. Const. Article I. 
18 https://www.brookings.edu/testimonies/the-history-of-the-filibuster/ 
19 This wrinkle was suggested by Art Pasternak of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher. 
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party knows that someday it will be the minority. The requirement that sixty 

Senators approve cutting off debate has had major consequences over the 

years for important legislation such as civil rights and immigration bills but 

the majority parties at the time went along. Another incentive is that in the 

case of a balanced Supreme Court, unlike the filibuster, both political 

parties in the Senate, and for that matter the entire Congress and the 

President, benefit from a Supreme Court less able to effectively impose its 

will on the other branches of government.  

Congressional leaders of both major political parties could announce 

that from now on the Senate will require partisan balance on our highest 

Court in the spirit of playing fair regarding the selection of our most 

important judges. A new nomination procedure is needed now more than 

ever given the GOP’s willful and successful efforts to block President 

Obama from appointing a new Justice for almost the entire last year of his 

Presidency. It is likely that the Democrats, once they are the majority party 

again in the Senate, will take similar action against a Republican President, 

and this extreme partisan wrangling is no way to staff our nation’s highest 

Court. 

Many commentators have offered other structural solutions to curb the 

power of the Court and improve the confirmation process. Some proposals 

include ending life tenure or requiring a super-majority vote of the Justices 

to strike down federal and state laws. I support such solutions but they 

would likely require either constitutional amendments or complicated 

legislative wrangling. My proposal does not raise constitutional concerns 

and its implementation would be relatively easy. 

2. The Benefits of an Evenly Divided Court  

 

A. Divided Government 

One of the bedrock principles underlying the United States Constitution 

is that separated and shared powers protect liberty while allowing our 

leaders to act effectively when the need arises. Not only do we have three 

branches of the federal government but we also disperse power vertically 

between the national and state governments.  

The advantages of dividing power in this manner are well-documented. 

Diffused power makes it more difficult for political officials to enact 
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